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FRANCOISE SAGAN'S THEORY OF COMPLICITY 

ON JuNE 21, 1965, FR. ... NCOISE SAGAN feted her thirtieth birthday, and in an 
article written not very long ago for Vogue ("The \\loman Of Thirty", July 
1963), she wrote that she was looking forward to the beginning of the fourth 
decade of her existence. She seemed w foresee in that era of maturi ty an es
cape from the "summer of life which is the period between nventy and thirty." 
She anticipa ted \Vith pleasure the abandoning of that need to burn, to commit 
excesses, and she waited for the "charming spring of the thirties when one 

doesn't get married any more except for precise reasons, when love is also and 
above all a pleasure, and when one discovers ways of living- material and 
moral-that are much less tiring." Such considerations are not merely in
tended to soothe the fears of sophisticated aging readers of women's magazines. 
They point to rrue credos on the part of Sagan, a writer for whom the many 
li terary successes have perhaps not offset her innumerable personal conflicts. 
Her ;:tmorous involvements need not be cited here; it is sufficient to point to 
the frame in which she views her future relationship with the opposite sex: 
"First of all men will find it mu ·h ha rder to make me suffer and this is not 
unimportant and they know it. From burning enemies too much loved during 
our twenties, they become tender accomplices (vaguely dangerous just the 
sJme, one must say), of our thirties." And engaging in a bit of advice, no 
doubt expected by the audience addressed, she closes her article with a cunning 
suggestion: "\Ve will give them [men] the delicious confession of our weJk
ness- I am no longer twenty, you know- Yes, I have loved X a great deal, I 
>vas very young. Then men will become tender, they will sink gently into our 
past, moved, thoughtful, without noticing that in our present life we are trium
phant! y carefree." 

Fran~oise Sagan's personal ideal is perhaps best synthe5ized by the "tri
umphantly carefree" existence she anticipates. But her part icular hopes and 
aspirations would be entirely meaningless to the literarv historian were it not 
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that they are so completely reflected in so rn:my of her characters and indeed 
in countless young people of the generatiofl to which she belongs. For she 
would not have found the vast audience she did, or have been so successful 

had she no captured the widespread mood of her time which aims to bandage 

Cl Ur disquiewdes with the illusory dressing of amorality. 

Sagan's continued reputation as a novelist, and mure rtcendy a!; a 
playwright too. therefo re merits further consider:ltion on the part of critics. 
pa rticularly since her fame is alreJcly thirteen ye::trs old (she wrote Bonjo1:r 

tri;JG·ssc :'lt the age of seventeen) and does noL yet show any di minished lustre . 
For outs ide of parentheti c::![ comments incorporated in larger works and in 
:tnthologies, only rwo studies de::d exclus ively with the French authoress.1 

Sagan's proficiency in the 1960s makes :m up-to-dare investigation timely and. 
without meaning to make even a restricted survey exhaustive (ir would be 
quire impossible within the limitctl space of an :.tnick) du: prc:~c:lll c:s~ay will 
dea l only with her more recent works. 

Viewing life as a mountain of boredom H:plcte with solit:try caves Fr:tn
o;oJse agaJ1 searches desperatel y fo r facile ::tmwers. She realizes th:u, in his 
hlind. painful and stubborn climb, man c n find solace and comfort only in 

the contemplation of the equ;:;lly cJl:J.mi.tous destiny of others. For there is 
no solution outside of m:tn: God is silent. impassible; He:: is Supreme onl~· 

b.::c:lUse He is supremdy carefree, that is to say unconcerned, aloof, stolid. 
Man's lonel iness, then, cannot be vanquished: but it can be reduced, tempor
arily, through the scheme of complicity refe-rred to above. Men and \Vomen 
need not fall in love; that complicates things. points to immaturity. The truly 
adult . the \Voman in her thirties, for example, btigued with her past but 
modesdy excited by the unknown that lies ahead, will simply seek to create:: 
a gentle music, double bass and Elute. while w:titing for the grand violins of 
a hypothetical passion. For passion can exist without love, just as man re

mains alive without God. The only requ irement is th:u passion be entered 
into calculatingly and that it never become divorced from complicit~·-

An early example of such an arrangement is .-1 Certain Smt!e (1956). 
Dominique. the heroine, an avid reader of the "admirable book of Jean-Paul 
Sartre, The .-lge of Reas.on'", is a typic:l!l~· mndc:'rn Sorbonne srudem: intell i
gent vaguely existenrialist, and modest! ~ IJCm:J with her first lover, Bertrand, 

a boy who bcb the imagination :.wd the savoir-fai re she dreams cf in an ideal 
man. T his ideal he soon fi nds in the person of Bertrand's uncle, Luc, a mar
ried quadragcnarian, a modern imitation of Dun J u:m whose tas te for bikinis 
:md Scotch-a nd-soda opens up . whole cw vorlJ for rhe eightttn-ye-ar-oJd 
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passion-starved Dominique. The two vacation at Cannes for two weeks, in 

palatial surroundings: the beach and water skiing during the day, sumptuous 
meals and discotheque in small, romantic restaurants in the evening, \vhisky 
and moonlight at night. This is not simply the relationship of two amoral 
beings who live by the senses alone; it is a deliberate arrangement, a complicity 
entered into after due thought and consideration. Dominique and Luc do 
not speak of love; they do not trick each ou~er; their gestures are not accom
panied by the fanciful cliches usually exchanged between sexual partners. They 
know that their liaison must be of short duration-it will last only so long as 
the two will be unable to bore each other: "It would only be a game", she 
thinks at first, "a little dangerous, but so exciting because they had this in com
mon that they could not bore each other." Besides, "to live is noth ing but to 

arrange it so that you be as content as possible", and the definition of happi
ness is, according to her, "the ausence of boredom." Boredom, however, is 
an acute enemy; it is the sword of Damocles hanging over the head of con
temporary young men and women, and not even the most calculated arrange
ment can long withstand its assault. The very illegality of the affair, that 
which most attracted D omin ique in the beginning, wears out. Its nature must 
change in order for boredom not to set in. Dominique is trapped by the 
mirages of the world through which Luc tr;.Jvel~; hi"' is no longer a vehicle, he 
becomes a Jestination: "Luc, it is no longer possible. You cannot abandon 
me. I can't live without you . You must stay with me. I'm alone, I'm alone 
and it's unbearable." The pact is thus broken and the arrangement is doomed : 
Luc is too old and experienced to fall into the trap into which Dominique has 
stumbled . He leaves for the United States. At his return he rerains no recol
lection of the affair, no tenderness for what was: he is ready for :u:orher part
ner, a new complicity. Dominique suffers, of course, but not p~1 ssionatdy . 

She is conscious that love must be defeated, that she has learned a great lesson, 
that the next ti me around she will possess all the expertness Luc had shown. 
For love, when it ceases ro be an efficient means of eliminating boredom, be
comes pure pain ; she will therefore "wring its neck out until it is dead", vvirh 
"a cer ain smile" of indifference, trying to stay clear of dc:ep emotions in the 
future, wking things as they come, becoming involved at rimes, but always 
from :t distance, detached, calm, reserveJ. She will not cry, or Ia ugh, at :wy
thing, and the purest beauty, that of Mozart's music. will only evoke "a cer

rain smile". 

Dominique 's cynicism cannot be dismi <sed with :1 rh:u is.tical libeL 
Boredom is, among other things, the modern m::dadr nt m2teru l progress. and 
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it is here ro slay and be coped >vith . The we:~riness and dullness of terrestri:J.I 
ex.istence is also the logical consequence of :1 Godless universe of the solitude 
of man who has no hell to fear, no Paradise to hope for. Dominique knows 
that only the lucid are aware of this consequence, and she is modestly proud 

of her acure perception . One is bored, then, because one sees clearly, and be
cause on honest look cannot be long blinded by t:he mirages of even :m ide:.~ i 

or felicitous episode in one's life; for al lhe core of things and emotions then· 
is no reason, only ch:mc~, no permanence, only temporality. One loves without 
justific:ttion, one suffers withom cause, while time and the :tbility to forge t 
nullify both pleasure and pain. The acquiescence in these facts is the ranson:. 

one pays for lucidity. Dominique never forgets that opposed to bored being ~ 
are rhe other.r, the amusing, the strong, the free! those who have outwitted tlv~ 
long trickery that life is. Luc is one such individua l. the Great Teacher who 
h:::tppencd in her solitude. whom she will no doubt forge t. bm whose pattan~ 
will remain deeply implamed in her most inner fjbre~ . 

Obviously Dominiguc is nor evil. ''For her and for countless young 
men and women of her generation Christ is dead, of course, but we know that 

they are not lost so long as there is still in them the sparkle of life."2 We know. 
too, that we all become like Dominigue when our own hopes leave us and 
there is notbing left but fear and uncertainty . That that is so i~ proved, T 
mink, by the fact that d Certain Smile sold the 600,000 copies of its first edition 
and the 250,000 of its second printing in less than three months. Its u ansh
tion to date in twenty-three bnguages points also to the universality of the 
heroine and her problems. Moreover. D ominique possesses within her o spir
itual pencham. One perceives in her \\that Charles du Bos, writing about con
science. called "this older brother, a little more se rious. more grave, who keeps 
walkino- always a few steps in from of us ." Domi nique has none of the ani
mol istic i nsti nets th:lt Cecile. her predecessor in Bon;ol!r tristessc. had posses
sed. She knows that when she had left Bertrand she had also abandoned an 
inexorably tranquil life, that guilt is a permanent burden on one's shoulders 
in spite of the absence of a system of puni ·hmem :1nd reward: her frequent 
feel ings of remorse for the suffering caused Bertrand and Luc's wife testify 
to that. Finally, her embodiment of our worst moments of depression, our 
own all-roo-often-felt loneliness and attempted cures of it. poim to A Certain 
Smile as the "work which like no other recent novel expresses best the vision 
of a world abandoned on an exrr:l-terrcstri.ll planet. rh:u of b redom and iso
lation . "~ 

The- [Derne-. o.f cnr ut , ut ,otuudc, ..tlld ut utl... ularcJ pd> ~tu(J "' c H~OOJil 
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m Fran~oise Sagan's next novel, Dans un an , dan s un mois (1957) . This 

semi-successful book has appeared in this country under the unfelicitous title 
of T hose Without Shadot/)j. The translator ·s choice detracts from the French 

original whose significance is that time, which un tolds with in the present, is 
indeed part of a concealed pa>t, and instead places the emphasis on the faceless 
characters: Bernard, Josee, and 1\"icole. a vague triJ.ngle of sketchy individuals 
whose emotions and beds are equally mixed-up and inextricably confusing. 
Between Bern:ud and the nvo women in his life the game has ended before 
it had actually begun . The characters move according to pre-determined cal 
culations. The new siru~uions ::~nd new milieus entered seem :Jntique and 
derisory because they have all been visited beforehand. The liquored reveries 
and robot-like sedunions evoke a curious unreal world. Bur the book is not 
~imply a "journey into nothingness"' bv an aurhor who "appears to be down 
to her last few cirops of gas". one who simply "ha~ the ability to put one little 
word after another."' Such harsh criticism fails to observe the underlying 
theme of the novel: the impossibility of looking forward to a probable, let 
alone bright future, because \Ye have r-..:wme so blase. materially and morall y. 
that the unknown is knowable in advance, depriving one of all but the most 

fugitive interest. Insecurity, roo demands that our most minute shifts be antici 
pated. weighed, and resolved before tb(:y occur, not only by us but :dso by those 
we come in contact with. in :1 complicity that a~soss i n:J tes the future more as

suredly than physical death. :\.nd ;·et the safety of complicity is so badly needed 
in our war-torn world that for it \ve give up the etherealized aura of the 
unknown, those m:1gnificent and d:1rk vist:l;; \\·hich :1re still devoid of the light, 
colour, and boredom of the present. Bernard like Dominique and the woman 
of thirty envisioned by Sagan, experience the minmi:1e and the t r::tlity of th~ 
future only through th(: medium uf extra-legal partnerships :111d with the help 
of tender accomplices. The profound sadness of such a passa1:':e thro ugh life 
is at the core of D mu un an , dan; l! n mois · :md even if the authoress fails to 

propose a remedy or to admit the possibi lity of an :Jiternative, the reader is 

nevertheless struck by the urgency of the problem and his own involvement 
with it. While F ran~oi~e S:1;2"an's third novel does nut h;:tve rhe reputation of 
her first two. it is difficult to accept the_ recalci tr<lnt domestic reccpLion it has 
suffered: "If you really enjoy J. brief e:xpeciition in to nothingness. this is just 

the book for you . But for the price. l"d prefer a visi t to :my z0o with all the 
peanuts 1 could eat. It would be better value.'"" Daru w1 an. dan r un mcis 

did not. a waken either the sympathy or the pity evokeu by Bon jottr tristesse 

.Jr A c~rr:::i-n Sm ile · bur i t d=. when \·iewed wi hin the emire framework of 
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Sagan's work provoke the identification of readers with personages who share 

their want of assurance and who cannor perceive more efficient means of com
batting it. "I'm lost", declared Fran~oise Sagan at the end of another article 

she wrote for Vogue ("Follow the Fashion Or Leave the Country," March, 

1963). The reason? "From eighteen co nventy-five I lived in a sweater and 

skirt. I am no longer of an age for these simplicities. \Vorse: I no longer 
want them. It came slowly. imidiously, but the harm is done: fashion amuses 

me. These tongue-in-cheek affirmations conceal a gravity perhaps unsus

pected by the readers addressed : namely that from fashion to passion, all is but 
a source of amusement. 

A much more successful novel was Fran<;oise Sagan's nexr publication. 
Do You Love Brahms (1959). The principal characters here are adult : the 
thirty-nine year old Paule a professional interior decorator; Roger, her m iddle 
aged lover, a rich businessman vvho·e virility makes Paule forget the onrush 
of wrinkles on her face; finally, Simon, a twenty-five-year-old playboy, the 
male counterpart of D ominique, a romantic and beguilinrr youngste r who !on s 
for vain and untouch:1ble domains. T he relationship between Paule and Roger 
is based stricdy on complicity: she h:1s, without using them, all rhe freedoms 
of an unattached woman ; he, much like Luc, returns to the security of Paule·~ 

arms after each fl ing with youngn. mort> sf'clncti\·e girls. The two need each 
other not only for their sporadic moments of cakulated pa~s ion, but also for 
the assurance that at the end of a busy day, when work ends in routine :JDd 
cocktails fo.il to break the monotony, another human being, a fri end. is there tP 
listen to nod. to prove the existence of rhe other. Bur of such a partnershir 
Simon also dreams. His reveries resemble those of D ominique, with the on!. · 

difference that his end up in love before he manages t conquer Paule. The 
older woman, beset by sti l one other infidelity on the p::~rt of Roger, inad
vertently meers Simon, \\'ho invites her to a concert at the Salle Pleyel. H is 
question, '"Do you love Brahms .. :·. seemed ·'suddenly to reve:.d an enormous 
forgetfulness, :11l that she had fo rgotten. all the questions she had deliberately 
refrained from asking herself." Simon ·s need of her does more than give 
P:1ule the illusion of youth; it rejuvenates her spiritually. And so, without 
love, but wirh immoderate tenderness and personal satisfaction she gives her
self to the younger man whose own disenchantment finds temporary relief. 

H owever this nev: complicity is doomed beforehand because Simon's love is 

not simply that of an adolescent for the savoir-fa.ire and experience of an older 
woman. It is a sincere and profound affection, much like the affection that 
Dominique had developed for Luc Only Paule. a D ominique grown up 
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and imbued v.ith all the lessons taught by the Lues in her life, knows the 

impossibility of permanence in a relationship that lacks the security of pre· 

determ ined and reasoned episodes. Also, Simon's restor3.tion of Paule's youth 

becomes a burden, for it points to :1 dependency she is too old to acquire . Roger. 

on the other hand has nothing further to reveal to her. He is simply an a~

complice, and the two haYe nothing: to fear from each other. Their vulner

.tbility is equal, as is their profound and derisory reciprocal need . For in the 

rrlidst of ::m empty and boring e.xisrence, the only possible certitude is that of 

having nothing worse to fear than the limiting confines of .1 personally con

structed prison. Infidelities no longer tormem Paule because she is now abo.-e 

rhe need to change Roger. And so, the cell in which she moves is there, and 

it is real :~nd reassuring against the void of loneliness thar life is outside, with 

its unchecked emotions, unending truggle , and uncenain future. 

D o You Love Brahms reveals, then. the same basic Lenets that Mm 

Sagan's books h:1vc: :lccustomed us to. The only difference lies in the: master:· 

of treatment : this is no longer the work of a disenchanted young girl for :~n 

equally morose and still youthful generation . It is the creation of a m ature 

writer who, ;;,]though chronologically young, is perfectly :n home with the 

feelings and apprehensions of older women. It is also a much berrer wriuc:n 

novel hl c.tusc the clarity and economy of expression that she had :1lways evi 

denced is here increasingly ::~ppealing . The work h;,~s enjoyed considerable 

~uccess in Europe ::md espec idlly in the U .S .. -\ ., as is provo::d b, the fact that 

it has bc:c:n adapted for the screen and that an abridged version h::ts been pub

lished in a general magazine ( C omwpolitan. ~farch . 1960) . As a mauer of 

fact, this last, perh:1ps dubious honour (certain! y rare! y given to a foreign 

publication) point~ to the: wide: public reception that Sa 'T~m ·s novels enjoy. 

Th is is not generally the: case w ith critical opi nion: "Th:.~t a person so yo untr 

..:an make a fortune with b oks of less than two hundred pages is an injustice",0 

constitutes a typical comment med to bc:little her works. But in spite of 

such arguments. in spite of her amo raLi ty and the complete absence of per

manent solutions to today's problems. Miss S:~gan mana.;cs to capt ure our 

att ention :1 nd to he ld it steadf:tsdy in her delicate and cogent hands . 

. \ year after Do You Love Bra/uno·, r.ran~oise Saban wrn~d m [hc 
tht:atre. 1r was as if her apprenticeship had bee n done and she was now r~ad y 

for a ti htcr, therefore more compkx form. A Cu le in Sweden (1960) her 

firs t pla y, proved to be no less than her novels a successful undertaking. It 
ran at the Atelier for three consecutive years, even though the best the critics 

found to say about it was that it \vas based "on the degam formula of fanta~y 
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sin, crime, and characterization that it so smoothly, brilliantly encompasscs." 7 

A complicated intrigue is here maste.rfully handled: Hugo, a bigamist, staged 
the death and burial of his first wife, Ophelie, in order to marry Eleonore; to 

Lhis menage a troi.l~ is added the presence of Frederic, a distant cousin with 

whom Eleonore enters a sexual complici ty designed to di spel, temporaril y, her 
boring existence in a castle far from Stockholm, surrounded by snow, a castle in 
which all the inhabitants. including her incestuous brother, Sebastien dress in 
Louis XV costumes to order to please the eccentric Agathe, sister of Hugo and 
owner of the premises. F rederic, however, commits the error of falli ng in love 
with Eleonore. To escape the complication of sincere sentiments, she will pro
ceed to scare her lover into thinking that Hugo will kill him if their lia ison is 
di scovered. To re-enforce the scheme 3nother murder is staged, that of an olJ 
servant at the hands of Hugo. In the meantime, parallel to the triangle of 
E lc!unore frederic, and Hugo moves the couple Ophelie and Sebastien. Their 
affair has been prompted by his desire ro escape the weigh t of his incesmous 

feelings for Eleonore and by Ophaie's nymphomania although in many of 
Sagan 's heroines it is impossible to distinguish between morbid and uncont rol
lable sexual desire and ordinary promiscuity. \Vhen Ophelie becomes preg
nant Hugo's jealousy is awakened . From the obj ect she had become ::tfter 
her death, she reassumes her position as H ugo's first posses>ion . Seemingly 
enraged, he will proceed [0 lock her and nt:r lover up in a closet .in wh'ch hen. 
is enough oxygen only for a few hours. To escape what seems to be a Iunati•: 
asylum, and to liberate Eleonore, Frederic, in spite of the snowstorm, leave-; 
for Stockholm, whence he intends to fetch the police . \Vhereupon the servant 
reappears as aJ ive :Js before, ::~nd Ophelie and Sebastien are freed. A moment 
later arrives the nev.:s of the discovery of Frederic's frozen body. Calm ac
quiescence more than surprise is the general attitude of the quaint characters. 
And ::tmidst debate on selection of 3 mme tor Ophelie's child, a telegram is 
brought in. announcing the impendi ng visi t of another distant relative. Like 
Frederic and, as we now learn like the others before him. the neww mer will 
undoubtedly meet with the same violen death. 

In A Castle in Sweden the characters have found more than :1 casual 
and tempor::try escape from the monotonous and boring existence of a group 
of old-fashioned aristocrats encircled by a remote and uncanny abode. Their 

complicity is so perfectly set up-from their Louis XV type of attire to their 
staged and real crimes-that the spectator is often taken completely by surprise 
and is unable to distinguish between the level of reality and that of the fan
tastic. Hugo, in spite of his bigamy and Eleonore. with all her infidelities. 
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have a tacit understanding that is, for them, more reassuring and salutory than 
the usual emotional feelings between husband and wife. Theirs is a perfect 
pact, for they have nothing to fear from each other or from the minor char
acters who help and serve their complicity. The world is no longer menacing 
- they have even bought the police in the area- and, in their O\Vn togetherness, 
they are self-sufficient. Almost, that is, for an outsider is periodically needed 
to add fuel, as it were, to their personal contingency and freedom. 

It would seem, then, that to the illicit sexual associations of her past 
works, Sagan adds partnership in crime as the extra ingredient that could en
sure a more stable, more lasting escape from solitude and ennui. But obviously 
the author does not suggest criminal activity as either a good or a possible 
solution. For she and we do not live in remote Swedish castles or dress in 
Louis XV costumes. And while moral deterrents are non-existent for her and 
for m::tny in our century, it is not always workahle to escape civil castigation 
by means of bribing the authorities. Fran~oise Sagan knows it, and so do 
the spectators who, after viewing the play, realize more deeply than ever the 
impossibility of permanent solutions. In effect, then, A Castle in Swede?l 

remands us from complicity in violent action to the lesser offence of sexual 
misdemeanour as the more acceptable if not so effective remedy for boredom 
and insecurity. 

Her next play, Sometimes With Violins (1962), evoking the sentimental 
waltzes occasionally played outdoors by small-town bands, is a simple melo
drama whose pivotal character is Charlotte, an aging prostitute. She has been 
kept in the stuffy mansion of a local notable, together with her gigolo lover, 
under the very eyes of the old man's sister, an avaricious goss ip-monger who 
puts up with the situation in the hope of inheriting her brother's fortune . But 
when the old fox dies, the soiled trio's hopes are crushtc.l: tht: tnLin.: estate has 
been left to a distant relative, a young man with a low I.Q., little respect for 
money, and a great deal of naive generosity. Charlotte's immediate step is 
to enter into a well-planned complicity with the youth, to whom she will 
teach "the ways of the world". Her next undertaking, entirel y unplanned and, 
as it turns out, quite deadly, is to fall in love with him. The young man, how
ever, is completely incapable of comprehending this highly stylized type of 
affection. He is accommodating, to be sure, for he will even marry her in 
order to regularize their liaison, but he cannot understand what is expected 
or required of him. As in the case of Dostoevski's idiot, however, his innocence 
and kindness make his lack of savoir-faire and intelligence bearably ludicrous 
-to all but to Charlotte, of course, for she has betrayed the basic requirement 
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of complicity, that is to say the safe distance of loveless passion. The lesson. of 

love she teaches him in the last act of the play, in the extraordinary long speech 
she delivers on the devouring, cannibalistic quality of passion, fails to impress 

the young man who listens, his mouth wide-open, smiling emptily from time 
to time, as if some fantastic b iry-tale story were being narrated . And so, once 
more a partnership hampered by love will end in catastrophe : for Charlotte 
is not immune to suicide; indeed she js familiar with it, as her gigolo coarsely 
rerrunds her. Did she not waltz an evening away in his arms while some 

young man, desperately waiting for a word from her, killed himself in the 
long silence? 

Som~tim~s W ith Violins was only a modestly successful play. Its set
ting, the provincial centre of Poitiers, as well as its cr;;.ss personages, have 

given it a bourgeois qua ltty that did not quite please the highly sophisticated 
Pari~iau audiences. Charloue's spiritual eval uation but also her ,·inking intu 

the troubled ,,·aters of sincere love, lend the pia y a touching though temporary 
excellence: fo r Sagan never forgets that human misery abides in uncalculated 
emotions, and that, to fill the heart with contentment (which is the most man 

can do) Cupid, the most evil of gods, must be destroyed. 

Perhaps the author's message is beginning to wear out, and the be
labouring of the themes of solitude, ennui, and complicity has reached a poim 
of diminishing returns. Perhaps, too, in the 1960s she is working too fast w 
create works of lasting quality such as .r.1. Certain Smile and Do You Lo~·:: 

Brahms, each of which has taken two years of effort. Miss Sagan seems to be 
caught in the success experienced in the 1950s and to be now producing liter
ary compositions of average worth. Sometim~s With Violin>· falls into this 
category, as does her next hurriedl y-written novel, The Wonderful Cloud; 
( 1962). This long short story revolves around the struggle of a young woman. 
Josee, to free herself from a possessive and jealous husband to whom she is 
more an object than a human being. His cruelties are matched, hO\vever, by 
her frequent infidelities. A completely amoral individual, J osee is unable tn 
understand that her husband's attitude is in fact the result of her own exces
sive prorruscuity. Marriage for her is a platitude that cannot even begin m 
compare with the carefree uanquillity of illicit affairs. But .,he is not evil, and 
she does not provoke her husband openly. As a m;.ttter of fact, the precau
tions she takes are less designed to provide her own security than to spare him 
the pain of discovering the whole truth. A final break occurs nevertheless, and 

Josee becomes free of all traditional bonds. 
The story has its poignant moments, but it is difficult to share Sagan's 
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seeming admiration for the liberated woman whose complicities wi ll no longer 
be hampered by a loving and domineering husband. One wonders, too, for 

how long Josee will be able to enjoy her newly-acquired freedom. Will not 
love, the fierce enemy of contentment, make her fall, sooner or later, into the 

trap that Dominique, Simon, Frederic, and Charlotte found unavoidable? But 

of course Miss Sagan is not concerned with permanent solurions, and Josee is 
quite willing to settle for the temporary peace and security of divorce. 

It is interesting to note that very few of F ran<;oise Sagan 's characters still 
bathe in the calm waters of contentment when the story reaches its end. Most 
begin where Josee is left, and then, through miscalculation or weakness they 
suffer the degradation and servitude that love brings on. One other such 
character occurs in her smart commercial success of 1963, Valentine's Purple 
Dress. The heroine is a patl1ological liar and a nymphomaniac. But she is 
happily married because she can, vvhen she wants to, take off on mysterious 
journeys8 with lovers in whom she has only a physical interest. Her com
plicities have but one drawback; they lead to the necessity of lying, to husband 
and to friends. Lying, however, is a talent that increases wi th practice, and 
Valentine finds it easier to prevaricate even when she does not have to, for the 
truth is always more difficult to get across. And so she begins to lie about every
thing to everyone. She might have got away with it, too, and for a long time, 
were it not that she has the misfortune of becoming emotionally involved with 

the young son of a cousin. Valentine's lie in saying that her newest love affair 
has been prompted by an infidelity of her husband reaches the husband's ears. 
Furious, he will force her to tell the truth to everyone, including her lover
who is left broken-hearted and unable to pursue his marriage plans to the nice . 

stupid girl who had been destined for him. 

The play has had a long run at the Ambassadeurs, and it has incited 
favorable critical comment. Miss Sagan deals, as always, with the most el
ementary facets of private life, and she shocks, perhaps often involuntarily, 
even the most sophisticated theater-goer. Her Valentine, whose glittering 

short, straight, lavender evening gown provides the title of the play, is basic
ally an attractive, delightful, and libidinous young woman who at once scandal
izes and intrigues. Her energy and grace solicit our sympathy, and it is only 
after falling in love that she becomes a fallen, mediocre, and humiliated char
acter. The author's ability- unlaudable as it might be &om a Christian point 
of view-to render the ludicrous and the abnormal pleasing and almost wormy 
of imitation, points to an undoubtedly rare stylistic talent. This strong, if du

biously employed gift, also enables her to add to her Valentine's Purple Dress 
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boulevard touches that reveal an unexpected farcical sense, without which the 
play would have been a hopelessly banal melodrama. 

This same gift for comedy aids her fourth and latest dramatic under
taking, Bonl1eur, Impair et Passe (196-f) . The production was staged at 
Theatre Edouard VII, in a setting similar to that of A Castle in Sweden . 

The time is slight! y earlier: 1080, the era which saw the moral and material 
ruination of the Russian nobility. Count Igor has made a profession of 
jealousy, and immediately challenges :md kilb 1nyone who dares glance at his 
wife. Prince Vladimir, a young Don Juan who longs for "a beautiful and 
heroic death", declares his passionate love for Igor 's wife. The role of execu
tioner, however, does not please the Coum, and he challenges Vladimir to win 
his wife's affection first. Some critics were unfavourably impressed with the 
first two acts of the plav, comparing the stagnant action to the run-of-the-mil l 
Boulevard comedies of Porto-Riche. Fran<;oisc Sagan, who did her own direct 
ing, showed some inexperience in the staging of the first half of the production. 
But the second half was unanimously applauded. The ease, finesse, and re
strained emotion of the dialogue revealed the complexity of the sentiments. 
The Coum, who had looked forward to one more justifiable murder, has to 

settle for the more banal reconciliation \vith his wife. For she understands 
him now, and she knows that her future complicities will have to be more dis
creet if they are not to be prematurely ended by the legal killing of her lovers. 

As a novelist and a playwright, then, Miss Sagan has unusu:~lly con
stant themes: the two inescapable m:1.ladies of solitude and boredom tempor
arily and partially cured by illegal or extra-legal complicities. ln reading her 
books and in seeing her piays one is acute! y a ware of the fact that F ran<;oise 
Sagan's work does not reveal any major aes thetic, philosophic, or even psycho
logic truths. She is not engagee, nor does she pretend to teach us anyth ing new 
on the movements of the heart, on jealousy, on ennui. Since they were born in 
the era between the two great wars, have lived through one of them, and have 
faced death and the fear of it to a greater extent than for any other generation, 
for her and for many of her a-Christian contemporaries, the major problem is 
to survive, to reach a plateau of security that only the most elaborate calcula
tions can provide. On a domestic level, Miss Sagan does nothing more than to 
suggest all the precautions which organized nations take for their own survival 
and which are in the nature of compromises, pacts, and alliances-that is to 
say, complicities designed to maim::tin tranquillirv and well-being, but not 
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necessarily a state of dogmatic legality or exalted bliss. To be sure, her aims 
are modest, and her characters amoral, but the little she has to say, the banal, 

is expressed with a remarkable economy of means and an unpretentiousness 
that is both touching and distinctive. 

Situated at the border of literature and of myth, Miss Sagan's contribu

tions are a docile barometer of our dreams and woes. Certain dreams, certJ in 

woes-for w hile others invent a world . she is content to express a sensitivity. 

NOTES 

l. Georges Hourdin, Le Cas Frmzt;oise Sagan (Paris: Le Cert, 1958) and 
Gerard Mourgue, Fran (oise Sagan (Paris: Editions Universitaires. 1958), 
neither of vvhich is available in transbtion in this country. 

1. The Rev. Charles Moeller, Litterat:tre du XXe siecle et C hristianisme (Paris: 
Maison Casterman, 1957), III, Hfi. 

3. Ibid ., p. 446. 
4. See Francis E. O 'Gorman 's review of Those Without Shudows in Be.;t 

Sellers, XVII, No. 15 (November 1, 1957), 249. 
5. Ibid., p. 249. 
b. Bernard Pingaud, Ecrivains d'aujourd'hui (Paris: Grasser, 1960), p. 437; transla

tion is mine. 
7. See Genet's "Letter From Paris" in Tlu New Yorl(er (January 6, 1962), 74. 

8. Indicative here is a statement made by Sagan in her next article in Vogue, 
"I Adore Cars" (November 1, 1963), 120, where, in a different context, she 
declares: "The important thing is to change locale every evening." 


